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Abstract

Over the last two decades, the field of computational science has seen a dramatic shift towards incorporating high-throughput computation and big-data analysis as fundamental pillars of the scientific discovery process. This has necessitated the development of tools and techniques to deal with the generation, storage and processing of large amounts of data. In this work we present an in-depth look at the workflow engine powering AiiDA, a widely adopted, highly flexible and database-backed informatics infrastructure with an emphasis on data reproducibility. We detail many of the design choices that were made which were informed by several important goals: the ability to scale from running on individual laptops up to high-performance supercomputers, managing jobs with runtimes spanning from fractions of a second to weeks and scaling up to thousands of jobs concurrently, and all this while maximising robustness. In short, AiiDA aims to be a Swiss army knife for high-throughput computational science. As well as the architecture, we outline important API design choices made to give workflow writers a great deal of liberty whilst guiding them towards writing robust and modular workflows, ultimately enabling them to encode their scientific knowledge to the benefit of the wider scientific community.
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1. Introduction

As developments in computational power have steadily and tremendously increased over the past few decades, so with them the field of computational science. Digital applications have become increasingly complex and often comprise an intricate combination of scientific computational methods and data analysis. The sequence of steps in these applications is often encoded in a workflow and the need to automate these processes has led to an increase in the number of workflow management systems (WMS’s) being developed. A WMS provides the necessary functionality to define and subsequently execute workflows that essentially encode a sequence of data transformations [1]. In recent years, many WMS’s have been developed which have greatly simplified and streamlined the creation and analysis of data. However, with these improvements have come new challenges in managing the massive amounts of data that are produced.

The most apparent challenge is finding an efficient method of storing the data itself. Although simple storage approaches can solve the problem of data persistence, they fail to address the question of data reproducibility, which carries particular importance in the scientific method and plays a direct role in making data reusable, according to the FAIR Data Principles [2]. Indeed, the reproducibility of data can only be guaranteed if the provenance of data is treated with the same importance as the data itself, as it is the data’s provenance that enables its validation and verification [3, 4, 5, 6]. Here, it is critical to realise that not only the data themselves, but also the workflows that create them should be part of the tracked provenance. As a consequence of this observation, efforts are underway to extend the FAIR Data Principles to workflows as well [7]. With the rate of data production made possible by modern technologies, it has become untenable to reconstruct the provenance of data a posteriori, calling for tools that automatically record it as it is created. Some WMS’s have started addressing this challenge, however, their data and workflow provenance guarantees are often insufficient to be able to retrace the origins of a piece of data or to recreate it.

In this paper, we describe in detail the workflow system of AiiDA [8], an open-source, high-throughput, scalable computational infrastructure for automated reproducible workflows and data provenance, implemented in Python. While the design of AiiDA and its workflow system is generic enough to be applicable to any computational, and potentially experimental, scientific domain, its origin and strengths lie in applications that make use of high-performance computing (HPC) systems. Users of these environments are often used to scripting, which is why the workflow engine of AiiDA provides a rich application programming interface (API), unlike the majority of WMS that provide a graphical user interface (GUI), such as Kepler [9], Taverna [10] and Triana [11]. An API provides a more direct and seamless integration of the workflow system with the simulation codes and data analysis tools that it manages and that are typically used on HPC systems.

An additional benefit of an API-based workflow language and engine is that it allows for the definition of dynamic workflows, whose exact path is not pre-
determined but evolves during execution based on the results of completed steps. In AiiDA, for example, the code that defines a workflow is directly executed by the engine and there is no intermediate translation layer. The majority of WMS’s, however, interpret workflows that are defined through a static markup language such as XML in the case of Karajan [12], custom XML derivatives such as Askalon’s AGWL [13] or workflow specific standards such as the Common Workflow Language (CWL) [15]. Some of them may provide bindings to programming languages in order to define workflows through an API, such as Pegasus [16], however, this is a mere pre-processing step as the workflows are still converted into a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) representation in XML, before being executed by the workflow runner when launched. The big disadvantage of these document based workflow definitions is that they are static, in the sense that the exact flow of the workflow needs to be known before it is executed.

The mechanism also naturally limits the available programming structures to DAGs or directed cyclic graphs (DCG), if loops are supported by the markup language.

The recent Python-based workflow managers Signac [17] and Parsl [18] have chosen a different approach and rely on implicit dataflow to define and control workflows. In this model, new data operations, bound by data dependencies, are executed as their dependencies are fulfilled by other data becoming available in the workspace. The Fireworks system [19], which supports the definition of workflows through documents in JavaScript Object Notation [20], has made important steps toward supporting dynamic workflows. A workflow can insert new steps or spawn additional logical branches while it is running, based on intermediate results produced by previously completed steps. However, while this enables runtime-mutable workflows, specific mutations are limited by the constraints of the custom static JSON markup language through which they are defined. In contrast, workflows in AiiDA are implemented directly in Python and as such have all the dynamic expressiveness of a programming language directly at their disposal, as well as full access to the entire provenance graph with the data that is already stored in the database. This proves to be a very powerful mechanism to deal with, for example, the problem of error handling when running high-throughput simulations.

In the field of materials science specifically, other libraries and frameworks exist that provide advanced workflows with automated handling and recovery of errors encountered in ab-initio calculations, such as Aflow [21], Atomate [22], MAST [23] and OQMD [24]. However, all of these are typically only compatible with one specific ab-initio code (with some expanding support to others), whereas the ecosystem of density functional theory (DFT) features a great variety of popular codes [25]. By tightly coupling the WMS and the workflow implementations themselves to any single or a few codes, interoperability is naturally hamstrung. In stark contrast, the workflow system of AiiDA is completely
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1Logic and loops can often be used but these need to be represented explicitly which quickly becomes cumbersome.
agnostic of the external software that performs the computation and provides an integrated abstract interface for any simulation code, with built-in support for all major resource managing systems, such as PBSPro [26], SLURM [27], SGE [28] and Torque [29]. Through its flexible plugin system, AiiDA allows any code to be made compatible via plugins, which are registered on the AiiDA registry [30] and can be installed with a single command through the Python package manager `pip` [31].

With these considerations, the workflow system of AiiDA has been designed to satisfy the following criteria. The workflow system should (i) facilitate the definition of fully dynamic workflows, (ii) with an interface generic enough to support running arbitrary external codes, (iii) automatically store the full provenance of executed workflows (iv) in a way that makes the data easily queryable while scaling towards exascale applications (v) with an overhead of the provenance storage that does not outweigh the cost of the computational workflows themselves. AiiDA’s workflow system can be roughly split into two components: the user interface (or API) that allows users to implement workflows and interact with the provenance graph, and the engine that is responsible for automatically executing those workflows and storing the results. In this paper, we first describe the user interface followed by a technical description of the architecture and implementation of the engine.

2. User interface

One of the main design goals of AiiDA’s workflow engine interface is to minimize the restrictions imposed on the developer, while simultaneously providing the tools that enable and stimulate the development of maintainable, self-documenting, robust and modular workflows. When forcing interaction with the process engine through a specific API, the amount of functionality disposable to the user is intrinsically limited. To limit these restrictions to the bare minimum, workflows in AiiDA are written directly in Python and the written code is directly executed by the engine, without a translation layer. In this way, the workflow developer has direct access to the entire AiiDA API and all Python libraries, and is not dependent on a particular feature being exposed through a workflow-specific API. Moreover, in the field of computational science, Python is an abundant, thriving and well-supported language, which means that a lot of existing code will naturally interface with AiiDA’s workflow engine without any additional custom development required.

On the other hand, not restricting the methods of workflow implementation could lead to a wide variety of solutions, which almost inevitably render them incompatible and non-modular. To counteract this undesired phenomenon while maintaining full access to the AiiDA API, the workflow engine exposes various tools and constructs to simplify the development of workflows, whose use automatically improves robustness and interoperability. In this section, these constructs will be explained in detail, covering their implementation and interface.
A final crucial consideration relates to the extent to which the maintenance of full data provenance, being the core principle of AiiDA, can be guaranteed by its engine. In giving the user almost unrestricted freedom in designing and developing workflows, perfect provenance cannot be guaranteed. As a compromise, the conditions under which provenance will be guaranteed by AiiDA, and conversely, how it will definitely be broken, need to be as simple and clear as possible to the user. The design mantra here is once more to restrict the user as little as possible and allow the breaking of data provenance if the user deems it necessary or justified.

2.1. Process specification

Any entity that can be run by AiiDA's engine is named a process and should be implemented through the class Process. A process is defined as a set of logical instructions, implemented in code, that operates on a set of inputs in order to produce certain outputs, with the possibility of premature termination through known failure modes. Each Process defines its inputs, outputs and known failure modes through its specification, which is facilitated by the ProcessSpec class.

2.1.1. Ports and port namespaces

Before diving into the details of how inputs and outputs are specified for a process through its process specification, we clarify the concept of ports and port namespaces. The inputs and outputs of a process share the common feature of being the gateways, or ports, through which data is ported in and out of the black box of a process. These ports can be further grouped or nested in port namespaces. The concepts of a port and a port namespace in AiiDA are implemented by the Port and PortNamespace classes, respectively. The PortNamespace is simply a container of Port instances, and given that it is itself a subclass of Port, PortNamespace instances can be nested within one another. Since the PortNamespace is implemented as a mapping, inserting and addressing members of the container is achieved through key referencing as with any other mapping in Python. Each Port instance has the following attributes:

- **valid_type**: a tuple of accepted port value types,
- **validator**: a custom validator function to validate the value passed to the port,
- **default**: an optional default port value,
- **required**: a boolean to indicate whether a port value is required, and,
- **non_db**: a boolean to indicate whether the port requires a database storable type.

In addition to these attributes, the PortNamespace has the **dynamic** attribute, which is a boolean to indicate whether the namespace can accept any
values for ports that are not explicitly defined. The use case for this concept will become clear in a later section on workchains (see Sec.2.2.3). When a Port or PortNamespace is validated, the validation of each port is called recursively, which includes verifying the type of the values passed with respect to the valid_type attribute and calling the validator function, if defined. A PortNamespace is considered valid if and only if all of the ports nested within it, as well as itself, pass validation.

By default, any input to a process should be a database storable type, as otherwise the provenance of the outputs generated by that process would be lost, violating a core principle of AiiDA. However, there are use cases where this isolated loss of provenance is acceptable and putting an absolute requirement on the storability of all inputs might be too restrictive. For this reason, the non_db attribute can be used to mark a port as not storable in the database. That is to say, any input that is passed through a port with non_db set to True will not be stored and linked as an input to the process node that is automatically created in the provenance graph when AiiDA executes the process. AiiDA makes use of this feature to allow defining various process metadata, such as a label or description, which are then not stored as actual input nodes, but directly as attributes of the process node. A user may also decide to use this feature if they deem a particular input as irrelevant for the provenance.

### 2.1.2. Inputs and outputs

The inputs and outputs of a process are defined through its specification, as implemented by the ProcessSpec class. The ProcessSpec class contains two PortNamespace instances, accessible through the inputs and outputs attributes, that contain the input and output ports of the process, respectively. To define a new input or output port for a process, the ProcessSpec exposes two convenience methods:

```python
1 spec = ProcessSpec()
2 spec.input('a', valid_type=Int, default=Int(2), validator=is_positive_integer, required=True)
3 spec.output('b', valid_type=Float, default=Float(-2.0), validator=is_negative_float, required=True)
```

Listing 1: The definition of an input and output port through the process specification.

These two method calls result in the creation of an InputPort, stored in the inputs namespace under the key a, and an OutputPort, stored in the outputs namespace under the key b, respectively. New input and output namespaces can be created similarly with the input_namespace and output_namespace methods, respectively, e.g.:

```python
1 spec = ProcessSpec()
2 spec.input_namespace('nested.input.namespace')
3 spec.output_namespace('some.outputs')
```

Listing 2: The definition of an input and output port namespace through the process specification.

The argument passed to the methods is used as the key under which the newly created namespaces is inserted into their respective parent namespace.
The period is treated as a special character and is interpreted as a namespace separator. The key `nested.input.namespace` is therefore interpreted as a nested namespace of depth three and the port namespaces are recursively created by the `input_namespace` call.

Note that all these ProcessSpec methods are declarative in nature and that they can overwrite the effects of previously executed methods. Consider the following example:

```python
spec = ProcessSpec()
spec.input('a', valid_type=Int, default=Int(2), validator=is_positive_integer, required=True)
spec.input('a', valid_type=Float, default=Float(3.0), validator=is_positive_float, required=False)
```

Listing 3: The declarative nature of the process specification allows later declarations to override earlier ones.

The resulting process specification has a single input port `a` in its inputs namespace that accepts float types, as the preceding directive is overwritten.

2.1.3. Exit codes

In addition to inputs and outputs, the process specification is also used to declare the known failure modes of the process. A common method of communicating a particular failure from a process to its caller is through the use of an exit status. An exit status, modelled on a similar concept found in POSIX processes, is defined as an integer that is returned by all processes. If the integer is zero, it signifies that the process executed correctly; any non-zero value indicates an error that maps onto a known failure mode. This concept is implemented in Aiida through `exit codes`. Specifically, the ProcessSpec class implements the `exit_code` method that allows one to define an exit code for the corresponding process:

```python
spec = ProcessSpec()
spec.exit_code(418, 'ERROR_I_AM_A_TEAPOT', 'the process experienced an identity crisis')
```

Listing 4: The definition of an exit code, consisting of an integer exit status, a reference label and an exit message, through the process specification.

This example defines an exit code for the process, with exit status 418 and exit message 'the workchain experienced an identity crisis'. These two values are stored in the DB as attributes of the process. In addition, the string `ERROR_I_AM_A_TEAPOT` is a human-readable unique label that can be conveniently used to reference the exit code instead of using the integer status. A detailed explanation of how exit codes are referenced and used in practice is given in paragraph 2.2.3.6.

2.2. Process implementations

2.2.1. Calculation functions

To honor the design goal of restricting a workflow developer as little as possible, a solution was sought to turn any regular Python function into a fully
AiiDA compliant function. Employing the concept of Python’s function decorators, a wrapping function that alters or adds to the behavior of the function it is applied to, the `calcfunction` decorator was developed. To explain its functionality, consider the following Python functions that add and multiply two numbers, respectively:

```python
def add(a, b):
    return a + b
def multiply(a, b):
    return a * b
```

Listing 5: Two standard Python functions to add and multiply two numbers, respectively.

By leveraging the `calcfunction` decorator, these plain Python functions are turned into AiiDA compliant functions with the addition of just a single line:

```python
@calcfunction
def add(a, b):
    return a + b
@calcfunction
def multiply(a, b):
    return a * b
```

Listing 6: By decorating the Python function with the `calcfunction` decorator, the plain function is automatically transformed by the engine into an AiiDA process when executed.

When either function is called, the decorator instructs the engine to create a `Process` instance on the fly, representing the function. Python’s standard `inspect` module is used to introspect the function’s signature, which is used to define the input ports for the process specification as explained in Sec. 2.1.2. Note that, since the process specification is generated from the function signature, not all the functionality of ports and port namespaces are accessible. For example, due to Python’s dynamic typing, the expected type for function arguments is not always specified and therefore the `valid_type` attributes for the generated input ports can be undefined. We are currently working to introduce parsing of type annotations to further augment the specification of the generated `Process` to be able to type check the passed parameters.

By simply calling the functions with database-storable types, the engine automatically takes care of creating the corresponding data provenance in the database. For example, the following execution:

```python
multiply(add(Int(3), Int(4)), Int(5))
```

Listing 7: Running a decorated function works just as running a normal Python function, with the only difference being that the input values should be database-storable types.

returns the value 35 and creates a representation of the execution in the provenance graph, as represented in Fig. 1. The execution of the two functions are each represented by a `CalcFunctionNode` in the provenance graph, with the corresponding input and output nodes correctly linked to it.

2.2.2. Work functions

Even though a workflow could be encoded by means of a concatenation and/or nesting of `calcfunction` calls, that approach does not really capture
the logic of a workflow. For instance, from the created provenance graph, it is impossible to ascertain whether the two consecutively called calculations were part of a single coordinated computation, or if the output of the first was simply used as an input to an otherwise unrelated calculation. To define a workflow that captures this logic, the engine provides the `workfunction` decorator, which is analogous to the `calcfunction`, except its purpose is not to create new data out of its inputs, but rather to orchestrate a composition of operations. The example of calling two calculation functions directly, as shown in listing 7, could be rewritten as follows:

```python
@calcfunction
def add(a, b):
    return a + b

@calcfunction
def multiply(a, b):
    return a * b

@workfunction
def add_multiply(x, y, z):
    sum = add(x, y)
    product = multiply(sum, z)
    return product

result = add_multiply(Int(1), Int(2), Int(3))
```

Listing 8: By decorating the Python function with the `workfunction` decorator, the plain function is automatically transformed by the engine into an AllDA workflow when executed and ‘call’ links are added to the calculation functions it calls.

Simply calling the decorated work function (line 16 of listing 8) will execute the dynamically generated process while storing a representation of it in the provenance graph as shown in Fig. 2.

The work function is not limited to calling only calculation functions, but can also call other work functions, and these are also linked by `CALL` links as shown in Fig. 2. Therefore, arbitrarily deeply nested workflows can be constructed with these two basic components. However, due to their intentional simplicity,
the `calcfunction` and `workfunction` decorator solutions (collectively referred to as process functions) also have inherent shortcomings that render them the incorrect tool for certain situations.

In the two examples provided earlier, the computational work that had to be performed in the function body was trivial. However, more often than not, the opposite is the case in computational science applications. A decorated function constitutes a contiguous block of code and will necessary block the interpreter for the duration of the function execution. This implies that for computationally expensive functions, the interpreter will be blocked from executing anything else for extended periods of time. Additionally, intermediate progress cannot be saved in such a way to allow execution to be resumed later at the same point in the source code. This means that when a function is interrupted at any point, all the work it performed up to that point will be lost (note that while Python coroutines would allow the interpreter to switch to executing other code, it would still be nearly impossible to save and later reconstruct the entire state of the call stack). This scenario is particularly relevant considering that the simulations managed by AiiDA can last weeks, and the user might want to stop or restart the machine where AiiDA runs.

Therefore, for all its simplicity of use, process functions should be used sparingly and conscientiously in the development of workflows. The construct implemented in AiiDA that solves all the weak points of the `workfunction` is the `WorkChain`.

2.2.3. Work chains

The `WorkChain` class is a subclass of `Process` and is the core component of workflow development in AiiDA. It is used to encode the logic that is typically encompassed by any scientific workflow. The `ProcessSpec` for the `WorkChain` class supports, in addition to the standard properties of the `ProcessSpec` as detailed in section 2.1, the `outline` method. This method allows a user to define a set of logical rules that, when evaluated, will yield a set of steps that
are then executed by the engine. The big advantage of using this construct over a concatenation of work functions is that, in between each step of a work chain, the engine automatically saves the progress to allow a restart from the last checkpoint in the case of execution failure. Additionally, the transition between steps gives the engine the chance to yield the interpreter to other parts of the code, alleviating the blocking behavior inherent in the synchronous execution of the work function construct.

2.2.3.1. Outline. The outline method of the work chain’s ProcessSpec is used to encode the desired logic of a certain workflow. It supports typical logical flow constructs, such as while loops, conditional blocks and return statements. To keep the user interface as simple as possible, the aim was to support a syntax that is as close to standard Python logical constructs as possible. For illustration purposes consider the following description of a trivial workflow. Print the numbers from 0 to 100, replacing the printed number with ‘fizz’ if it is a multiple of three, with ‘buzz’ if the number is a multiple of five, and with ‘fizzbuzz’ if it is both a multiple of three and five. The following listing demonstrates how this logic could be encoded using the syntax of the work chain outline:

```python
spec.outline(
    cls.initialize_to_zero,
    while_(cls.is_less_than_or_equal_to_hundred)(
        if_(cls.is_multiple_of_three_and_five)(
            cls.report_fizz_buzz,
        ).elif_(cls.is_multiple_of_three)(
            cls.report_fizz,
        ).elif_(cls.is_multiple_of_five)(
            cls.report_buzz,
        ).else_(
            cls.report_n,
        )
        cls.increment_by_one,
    )
)
```

Listing 9: An example of a work chain outline that contains logical constructs such as a while loop and conditional statements.

Note that, since the logical constructs `while`, `if`, `elif` and `else` are protected Python keywords, the outline analogues are suffixed with an underscore in order to properly distinguish them from the Python builtins. The statements between or within the calls of the logical constructs represent a step that is to be executed by the engine. Since workflow development in AiiDA happens entirely in Python, the implementation of these steps is achieved by simply implementing them as methods of the `WorkChain` class for which the outline is defined. An example implementation of a subset of these class methods would look something like the following:

```python
def initialize_to_zero(self):
    self.ctx.n = 0

def is_multiple_of_three(self):
    return self.ctx.n % 3 == 0
```

...
def report_fizz_buzz(self):
    self.report('fizzbuzz')

def increment_by_one(self):
    self.ctx.n += 1

Listing 10: Example implementation of some of the outline steps defined in listing 9 as methods of the work chain class.

Each outline step is defined by a method that takes a single argument self, which is a reference to the class instance as is standard in Python. This particularly trivial example already sets up the questions of how log messages can be reported from within a work chain and how data can be passed between outline steps. The answers to these questions will be addressed in the following two sections.

2.2.3.2. Reporting. The WorkChain class exposes the report method, which takes a single string as an argument, which can be used by the developer to log messages during the execution of the work chain. The report method emits the passed log message through the standard Python logging module with a custom log level REPORT, which is defined by AiiDA and lies between the INFO and WARNING log levels. Additionally, the logging configuration of AiiDA defines a database log handler that automatically attaches these logged messages to the node that represents the work chain from which they were emitted. The recorded log messages can then be retrieved through the AiiDA API or its command line interface by referencing the relevant work chain node. This report system is meant for communicating human readable log-like messages as a record of the events that occurred during its execution and should not be parsed to communicate programmatically between processes. For that use case, the concept of exit codes has been implemented, which will be described in greater detail in paragraph 2.2.3.6.

2.2.3.3. Checkpoints and context. As mentioned in the introduction of this section, the engine will evaluate the logic defined by the outline and execute the methods that correspond to those outline steps. These methods only take a single argument, self, so there is no way to pass data directly from one step to another. To allow data to be passed between the steps of a work chain, each WorkChain instance defines a context, which is a simple Python dictionary, accessible through the ctx attribute, that is persisted between step transitions. The context can therefore be used as any other Python dictionary to store data and the engine ensures that the state of the work chain instance, along with its context, is saved in a checkpoint in the database (see section 3.2.1). Through this container, data that was stored in one outline step can be accessed in another.

2.2.3.4. Calling subprocesses. Work chains can launch any other process as a child process. For example, one can launch a CalcJob (a calculation running on
an external computer, described in Sec. 2.2.4) or another WorkChain from within a WorkChain. The syntax for submitting a process from within a WorkChain is identical to submitting a process from a top level Python script, with the exception that one should not use the `submit` free function, but the `submit` method of the WorkChain class. For example, to submit a ChildWorkChain with a certain set of inputs from within another work chain, one would call:

```python
def submit_child_workchain(self):
    child = self.submit(ChildWorkChain, **inputs)
    return ToContext(child=child)
```

Listing 11: A subprocess can be submitted through the `submit` method of the WorkChain class and the ToContext container can be used to register the submitted child process as an awaitable.

For the parent work chain to continue, it has to wait for the child process to finish and therefore it has to return control to the interpreter. To communicate to the engine that the work chain needs to wait for a subprocess (in this example the ChildWorkChain) to finish, the developer should return an instance of the ToContext class. This turns the submitted subprocesses into awaitables, which instructs the engine to halt execution of the work chain until all subprocesses are completed. The same result can be achieved through the `to_context` method of the work chain:

```python
def submit_child_workchain(self):
    child = self.submit(ChildWorkChain, **inputs)
    self.to_context(child=child)
```

Listing 12: Similar to listing 11, a subprocess can be submitted through the `submit` method of the WorkChain class and the `to_context` method can be used to register the submitted process as an awaitable.

The engine will proceed to execute the submitted subprocesses and when they are completed, will assign the corresponding process node, used to represent the executed process in the database, to the specified key (`child` in this example) in the context of the parent work chain. In the next outline step of the parent work chain, the developer will then be able to access the finished child work chain through the context member `self.ctx.child`.

One might want to submit multiple subprocesses from within a single outline step, in the case where the subprocesses are independent from one another and can be executed in parallel. Both the ToContext container and the `to_context` method do not limit the number of subprocesses that can be assigned, as long as the keys to which they are assigned are unique. To prevent a developer from having to generate keys dynamically when one prefers to deal with an ordered list of results, the ToContext class and `to_context` method both support the `append_free` function. Consider the following example:

```python
def submit_multiple_child_workchains(self):
    for i in range(10):
        self.to_context(children=append_free(self.submit(ChildWorkChain, **inputs)))
```

Listing 13: The `append_free` function can be used to alter the behavior of the `to_context` and ToContext constructs to append the created awaitable to a list instead of assigning it to a specific key.
The `append` function in the `to_context` call ensures that the subprocesses, when finished, will be appended to a list in the context under the `children` key. In the next outline step, the developer can then access the list of process nodes that represent the completed subprocesses and iterate over them as with any other Python list.

2.2.3.5. **Recording outputs.** To emit outputs from a work chain, the class implements the `out` method, which takes two arguments, a string (used as the outgoing link label) and a node instance. At the point of calling, the `out` method merely records the new output node in memory and only at the end of the outline step will the engine commit the change to the database. It is at that point that the emitted output value is validated with respect to the output port as defined in the process specification of the work chain. When the execution of the work chain terminates, the emitted outputs are validated once more against the specification and if, for example, any required outputs have not been emitted, the work chain is marked as failed.

2.2.3.6. **Aborting.** At any point during the execution of a work chain, a developer might want to exit from the outline logic and terminate the execution prematurely. The engine can be instructed to terminate the execution of the work chain from within an outline step at any time, simply by returning a non-zero positive integer from the method, as shown in listing 14. The non-zero positive integer return value of the outline method is interpreted as an exit status, which is set on the node that represents the work chain in the provenance graph, and the process is terminated.

```python
1 def abort_from_this_step(self):
2     self.report('work chain will be terminated')
3     return 404
```

Listing 14: By returning a non-zero positive integer from any outline method, the engine is instructed to terminate the execution of the work chain and the return value is set as the `exit_status` attribute on the corresponding node.

Alternatively, to provide an accompanying message for the reason of the exit, an instance of the `ExitCode` named tuple can be returned as well, which has the same effect as the integer exit status. The named tuple consists of an integer exit status and a string exit message. The tuple can be constructed manually, or it can be retrieved through the `exit_codes` attribute of the work chain, which is a container of the exit codes defined through the process specification of the work chain, as shown in listing 4.

```python
1 class AbortingWorkChain(WorkChain):
2     @classmethod
3     def define(cls, spec):
4         super().define(spec)
5         spec.exit_code(404, INEVITABLE_ERROR, 'this was unavoidable')
6         spec.outline(cls.abort_straightaway)
7     def abort_straightaway(self):
8         self.report('work chain will be terminated')
```

14
Listing 15: By returning an ExitCode named tuple instance, the engine is instructed to terminate the execution of the work chain and the exit_status and exit_message of the return value is set on the corresponding node.

The self.exit_codes.INEVITABLE_ERROR call retrieves the exit code instance that was defined in the process specification (line 6) and, when returned from the outline step, triggers the engine to terminate the work chain. The exit status and message of the exit code are set on the corresponding attributes of the work chain node. Any potential caller of the work chain can then inspect these attributes and, based on their value, decide how to proceed.

2.2.3.7. Exposing of ports. As mentioned in the introduction, one of the major design goals of the workflow environment in AiiDA is to limit developers as little as possible in their freedom to design solutions, while providing them with the tools to write modular workflows. Modular workflows in this sense can be defined as workflows that perform a single well-defined task. Higher level workflows can then easily be built by wrapping these lower-level blocks. When a work chain wraps another work chain, it needs to ‘expose’ its input (and potentially output) ports, such that the caller of the top level work chain can pass in the required inputs. To make the process of wrapping a work chain within another work chain as simple as possible, and to prevent a developer from having to copy the port specification of the wrapped work chain manually, AiiDA implements the concept of automatic port exposing. To illustrate the concept of port exposing, consider the simple example of a ParentWorkChain wrapping a ChildWorkChain.

Listing 16: The expose_inputs method of the ProcessSpec class allows a work chain to automatically copy the ports of the work chain it is wrapping.

The expose_inputs method by default copies over all the ports of the child work chain. Optionally, ports can be omitted through the exclude keyword,
or specific ports can be selected with the `include` keyword. The work chain ports can also be exposed in a particular namespace by using the `namespace` keyword. This is especially useful if the exposed ports would otherwise overlap with existing ports with the same name.

2.2.4. Calculation jobs

High-performance computing resources rarely allow their users to directly run calculations on the system, but instead require resources to be requested from, or jobs to be submitted to, a scheduler, such as SLURM or PBS. Submitting calculations as jobs to these schedulers on remote computing resources is one of the most common activities in the workflow of a computational scientist, but involves a substantial amount of repetitive work. The job script has to be prepared and uploaded to the remote machine, including any other required input files for the calculation that is to be run. Subsequently, the job has to be submitted to the scheduler which will put it in a queue. The user must then monitor the queue to determine when the job is completed and the output files can be retrieved from the remote computing resource, to be optionally parsed and passed through post-processing tools.

This entire process is automated by AiiDA and implemented by the `CalcJob` class. A detailed description of how the `CalcJob` can be implemented for an arbitrary code that can be run on a remote cluster is beyond the scope of this paper and can be found in the extensive online documentation (aiida-core.readthedocs.io). Here, rather, we focus only on how the required steps of running a calculation job are realized automatically by AiiDA’s engine.

In addition to having to run a calculation through a scheduler, another complexity of running calculations on high-performance computing resources is that these machines have to be remotely accessed, typically over an SSH connection. Since AiiDA is not required to run on the computing resource itself, it needs the ability to open a connection to perform the various operations involved with running calculation jobs. Any operation that requires opening a connection to the remote computing resource is referred to as a ‘transport task’, as it requires the SSH connection to “transport” the command from the local machine where AiiDA is running to the remote machine.

The life cycle of each calculation job knows four transport tasks that are executed in succession as shown in fig. 3. For the first task, ‘upload’, the engine creates a new folder in the scratch space on the remote machine, into which the input files and job script are uploaded. Subsequently, the ‘submit’ task executes the command to submit the newly uploaded job script to the scheduler. If the job is successfully submitted, the output of the command is parsed to retrieve the unique identifier that the scheduler assigned to the job. The engine then uses this identifier to query the status of the job calculation in the ‘update’ task. Once the scheduler status indicates that the job has been completed, the engine invokes the ‘retrieve’ task, which retrieves all the files specified by the calculation plugin from the remote working directory to a local folder. This folder is attached as an output to the calculation node that represents the execution of the calculation job in the provenance graph. Finally, the engine parses the retrieved data and
attaches the resulting output nodes to the formerly mentioned calculation node. However, since the data is now located on the local machine, this operation does not require an open SSH connection and is therefore not a transport task.

2.2.4.1. Error handling and robustness. As detailed in the previous section, the majority of operations required for running a calculation job to completion on a remote computing resource require the opening of an SSH connection and execution of a command over that connection. A variety of problems may occur during these steps. For example, the remote machine may be unreachable because the client machine lost its network connection, or the remote machine itself has network issues. Even when a connection is successfully established, there are still countless reasons why a remote operation may fail. The operation can be interrupted, timeout or simply fail on the remote machine. The latter can occur often for the transport tasks that interact with the scheduler, such as the ‘submit’ and ‘update’ tasks, when the scheduler is unreachable or overloaded.

In any case, problems that occur during transport tasks should not cause a failure of the running process but rather be dealt with elegantly. More importantly, these problems are often temporary and are likely to resolve themselves or can be easily fixed by the user. Transport tasks therefore benefit enormously from an automated retry mechanism that detects problems and automatically retries the operation at a later point in time. This concept has been implemented in AiiDA’s engine by an ‘exponential-back-off-retry’ mechanism, that works as follows. Each transport task is wrapped in an exponential-back-off-retry coroutine. This wrapper catches any exceptions that occur during the execution of the transport task, in which case it reschedules the same operation for execution at a later point in time. The wrapper reschedules failed tasks a maximum number of times, each time doubling the initial waiting interval, after which the parent process to which the transport task belongs, is paused. The initial waiting interval and the maximum number of retries are configurable per type of transport task.

In our experience, many problems are automatically resolved by this exponential-back-off-retry mechanism, but if this is not the case, the engine pauses the pro-
cess instead of letting it except, giving the user the opportunity to investigate the problem. If the cause for the exception was external to the process itself and can be fixed, the paused process can be successfully resumed by the user. Alternatively, if the process itself was the source of the exception (e.g., a coding error in a parser or in a workflow step), the user can choose to kill it.

This mechanism of making calculation job processes robust is indispensable in high-throughput workflows. Without it, if, for instance, the network connection is lost when running a large number of complex and nested workflows in parallel, then all of the calculation jobs would except and, in a big cascade, all their parent processes too, resulting in a substantial loss of work. The exponential-back-off-retry mechanism combines a high degree of automation, by autonomously retrying failed tasks, and ultimately pausing tasks with problems instead of letting them except.

2.2.4.2. Transport queue. With the engine being primarily designed to operate under high-throughput conditions, one often runs many calculation jobs on a given remote resource, which requires many connections to be opened to that machine. However, remote computing resources typically limit the amount of connections that are allowed to be opened in a given time interval by a single client. Exceeding said limit can lead the client to be banned entirely from accessing the machine. To reduce the number of opened connections, while maintaining high-throughput capability, the engine bundles all connections through a ‘transport queue’. Each worker (an independent Python process executing workflows - see section 3.1.1 for details) maintains one transport queue and the calculation jobs that it manages make requests for an open transport, instead of opening one themselves whenever they need it. The worker collects these requests and, at given point in time, opens a single connection to the remote machine and distributes the transport to the processes that requested it. The transport queue guarantees that it opens a connection only once per safe-interval, a configurable minimum amount of time allowed between connections. This mechanism ensures that the maximum connection opening rate is never exceeded, even when running many concurrent calculation jobs on the same machine. The only limitation of this mechanism is that each worker maintains its own transport queue and there is no communication between those queues. This means that the promise of the safe-interval is only guaranteed per worker. However, by knowing how many workers are active (a value that the user can decide) the interval can of course be configured such that, on average, the connection rate is respected across all active workers.

2.2.4.3. Bundling scheduler update requests. The bundling of connections required by calculation jobs through the transport queue, as described in the previous paragraph, already relieves most of the load on remote computing resources when running in high-throughput mode. However, each active calculation job would still regularly perform the required remote operations, such as querying the scheduler for the state of the job, separately. When running in high-throughput mode, this scheme can still put unacceptable loads on the
Figure 4: Clients and runners maintain connections via TCP/IP to the database and RabbitMQ service enabling a rich set of possible configurations and corresponding usage scenarios. A daemon manages multiple, concurrent, runners each in a separate Python process (called a worker). Each runner executes serially but is nevertheless capable of handling multiple AiiDA processes by switching between slots when processes are waiting through the use of Python coroutines.

scheduler, despite the connection being shared. This, in turn, can render the scheduler unusable for all users of the computer cluster. Therefore, the AiiDA engine bundles all scheduler updates for calculation jobs (on each worker), very similarly to the transport queue for connections. When a calculation job needs to update its status, instead of polling the scheduler directly, it schedules an update request with the job manager of the worker. The job manager records these requests and, once a remote connection becomes available from the transport queue, issues a single scheduler update for the job identifiers that have registered themselves with it. The response is then parsed and the new status of each registered job is communicated to the corresponding calculation job. The combination of the bundling of connections and scheduler update requests ensures that the engine can run concurrent calculations jobs without overloading the remote computing resource.

3. Architecture

AiiDA’s software architecture reflects several design goals that are informed, principally, by the needs of the high-throughput materials science community. These include the ability scale from running on laptops up to high-performance supercomputers, carrying out processes that range anywhere from fractions of a second to, potentially, weeks in execution time. Furthermore, it should be possible to have up to thousands of processes simultaneously active in a single instance. In terms of deployment configurations, AiiDA instances are typically installed on each user’s workstation. However, there is the possibility to have a group or organisation-wide deployment or even a public-serving instance, as employed by the Materials Cloud [32].

As shown in fig. 4, the workflow engine relies on two main external components for the execution of workflows:

a) The database engine (PostgreSQL [33]), used to persist the state of currently running processes, which doubles as a proxy to reflect the state of
b) the message broker (RabbitMQ [34]), which is responsible for delivering messages between the client(s) and the runner(s) (which may run in the same Python instance or even be on separate computers).

This decoupled approach has numerous advantages both in terms of flexibility of deployment configurations and for enabling a clear separation of concerns that makes it easier to write correct and robust code.

3.1. The engine

In order to meet a number of the design goals for the workflow system relating to responsiveness, scaling and high-throughput capability, we rely heavily on events to trigger actions such as progressing a workflow from a state where it was waiting on something to complete, or to initiate the orderly termination of a running workflow. This is in stark contrast to polling based systems, where an entity that is waiting for a particular outcome has to periodically check if the event has occurred, often leading to unnecessary loads on the database and to poor responsiveness.

As with many event-based systems (e.g. graphical user interfaces, computer games) AiiDA uses an event loop to achieve this, which in our case is provided by Python’s built-in asyncio. Furthermore, this enables multiple AiiDA processes to be managed by a single Python instance, despite the lack of multithreading support, as coroutines can be scheduled for execution and can yield to others while they are waiting for some action to complete. The use of coroutines mitigates another issue, which is that database servers typically have a low default connection limit (100 in the case of PostgreSQL) and in threaded environments it is not uncommon for each thread to have a separate connection. Lastly, writing correct multithreaded code is extremely complex and would be difficult, even for experienced programmers, particularly given that we place no restriction on the API calls that can be made.

The entire stack of Python components needed to execute workflows are brought together in the Runner class which provides the event loop, persistence, communication, transport (e.g., SSH) and other functionality, some of which are described in greater detail below. Thanks to the event loop, each runner can run any number of workflow processes concurrently (within memory limits). We call the number processes that can run on a single runner the number of process slots.

3.1.1. The daemon

The runner can be used in a local interpreter which is particularly useful for testing and debugging, or as a daemon worker which is simply a Python process exclusively executing a runner. However, in most production environments the user wishes to launch a daemon that can manage one or more workers, automatically restarting them if they happen to crash. In AiiDA, we use the Circus [35] library to achieve this. Circus provides the ability to start multiple operating
system processes, automatically restarting them if they crash. In addition, it can show information about their current resource usage and dynamically increase the number of workers in the pool.

With the daemon one can scale both vertically (multiple slots per runner) and horizontally (multiple workers each with one runner) as shown in fig. 5. For workloads that require significant in-Python processing it is preferable to scale the number of workers while workloads involving many remote calculations can just as well scale the number of slots per runner, minimising the load on the computer running the daemon with little loss in throughput. The hard limit is reached when the number of runners equals the maximum number of available database connections (however, this is user configurable if they have access to the database settings). In benchmarking we have shown [8] that on a modest workstation (Intel Xeon E5-2623 v3 CPU, 64GB of RAM) using 12 workers it was possible to reach a throughput of 35,000 processes per hour for a trivial workflow including one job calculation that was being executed on the same machine as the daemon. Ignoring the overheads of the SSH protocol (from the machine to itself) and of running the simple job calculation (a bash script that adds two numbers) this gives a rough indication of the overheads of the AiiDA engine including all the database operations involved in storing the provenance. Clearly, the performance of the AiiDA engine far exceeds the throughput of any real-world HPC workflow.

3.2. The process

The principal object of AiiDA’s workflow engine is the Process class. All specific classes (WorkChains, CalcJobs, etc.) derive from Process (or a subclass thereof) and in so doing inherit a large swathe of common functionality and features. The Process class itself is modeled as an extended state machine,
meaning that it is composed of a finite-state machine, shown in fig. 6, where each state can have internal data members as part of its extended state.

This is a pattern common in event-driven systems as it provides a consistent way to model the current state, as well as event hooks that can be used as triggers to perform actions either internal or external to the process during state transitions. The event hooks themselves come in the form of process member functions, e.g.:

```python
# Entering a new state
def on_entering(self, state):
    ...

# Just entered the new state from 'from_state'
def on_entered(self, from_state):
    ...

# About to exit the current state
def on_exiting(self):
    ...
```

Listing 17: AiiDA's Process state transition hooks. These are invaluable for being able to guarantee that certain actions are performed when a state transition occurs.

By using these hooks it is possible to schedule actions that should always be executed at the various points of a state transition and therefore guarantee a consistent state once the `on_entered` hook has finished. One use of these hooks in AiiDA is to reflect the current state of the process back to the database including saving a checkpoint. The state transition hooks are also used to send broadcast messages that allow listeners (which can potentially be on remote machines) to be updated of state changes as they happen (see section 3.3).

A typical process progresses through the various states, potentially running several member functions or waiting on other processes to finish. However, if an exception is propagated up to the Process level, it will be caught and the Process transitions to the terminal EXCEPTED state, whereupon a log entry is created containing, amongst other things, the Python stack trace. The other way to terminate a Process prematurely is to call the kill method.
3.2.1. Persistence

A key requirement for the engine is that the progress of processes is check-pointed and persisted such that, in the case of an orderly or disorderly shutdown, the AiiDA engine can continue from the last clean state upon being restarted. In order to achieve this we use checkpoints that are written to the database at process state transitions. Specifically, the context of the process, outputs, and some metadata are saved to a dictionary which is then serialized to the database by an AiiDA specific persister as shown in fig. 7.

3.3. Communication

The workflow engine relies heavily on messaging for the external control of processes and to maintain high-throughput whilst ensuring fault tolerance. This is achieved by using a “message broker”, in our case RabbitMQ. Message brokers typically take responsibility for guaranteeing the durability and atomicity of messages, allowing the application to focus on the business logic. In RabbitMQ’s case the user installs a service that client software interacts with via a TCP port. The routing and persistence of messages are handled internally by RabbitMQ.

To facilitate AiiDA’s interaction with RabbitMQ, we developed the kiwiPy [36] library. KiwiPy significantly simplifies the process of interacting with RabbitMQ and provides the ability to offload communication to a separate thread. This is essential for AiiDA as described below in subsection ‘task queues’. In addition to task queues kiwiPy provides AiiDA the ability to send Remote Procedure Call (RPC) and broadcast messages.

3.3.0.1. Task queues. These are used to schedule new processes to be run. There is a major advantage to using RabbitMQ in that it provides certain guarantees about messages, depending on the chosen settings. For our task
queues. AiiDA uses persistent messages, which are persisted to disk such that they survive intentional or unintentional restarts of the machine. As such, a job is guaranteed to never be lost once delivered from the client to the broker. Furthermore, RabbitMQ expects acknowledgements for tasks that have been completed. If it loses connection with the runner, it automatically requeues the task again, until completion is acknowledged. This mechanism relies on the use of periodic messages, called heartbeats, to which the runner must respond in a timely manner, otherwise, upon missing two consecutive responses, RabbitMQ assumes the runner to be dead and triggers the rescheduling mechanism. It is for this reason that kiwiPy runs a separate thread so that, even when AiiDA processes are under a heavy and blocking workload, it is able to respond to heartbeats.

3.3.0.2. RPC. As suggested by the name, these kinds of messages are used to invoke a procedure (in our case a function or method) on the receiving process and deliver the result of the process back to the caller. This is used primarily to pause, play and kill active processes.

3.3.0.3. Broadcast. This involves sending a single message to any registered listeners with no possibility for them to send a direct response. These are used for two purposes: to pause, play or kill groups of processes and to control the flow between them. Parent processes that have spawned children can choose to wait for a child to complete before continuing their execution. This is facilitated by registering itself as a listener to broadcasts from the child and yielding until it receives the child “terminated” message. This mechanism is what enables the functionality of the `to_context` work chain construct, as described in paragraph 2.2.3.4, notifying the work chain that it can continue as the process it was waiting for has completed.

4. Conclusions

In this article we have described the decisions that have guided the development and shaped the internals of AiiDA’s workflow engine, in the recognition that often the insights gained in the development process can be as valuable as the finished product itself. AiiDA has a fairly broad set of challenging goals and target use cases. To meet these, we have incorporated a number of advanced programming techniques such as coroutines, extended finite-state machines, event-driven programming, futures, and a number of technologies commonly employed in industry, but less common in academia, such as RabbitMQ and PostgreSQL. Being mindful of the inherent complexity of this system, and the tasks it aims to address, we have attempted to create a user-friendly API that allows non-experts to write powerful, modular, robust and auto-documenting workflows with full provenance automatically stored as they run. With the integration of AiiDA’s plugin system, sharing these workflows with the public is made simple, enabling the wider community to reuse the scientific knowledge encoded within.
While the engine is particularly well suited to manage high-throughput workflows whose steps involve simulations running on high-performance computing infrastructures, it is versatile enough to also effortlessly run code on smaller machines such as personal desktops.

With the release of AiiDA 1.0, its extensible and modular nature has accelerated its adoption within the materials discovery community with over 100 supported simulation code executables and many workflows [30] available at the time of writing, many of which have contributed directly to published scientific works. These are all encouraging signs, as the ultimate goal of AiiDA is to provide the community with a useful tool that can be used as part of an interoperable, FAIR, computational infrastructure to accelerate scientific discovery. As the scientific community transitions to the exascale era, there is little doubt that such tools will have a greater and greater role to play in the daily activities of researchers.
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